Milestone

O’Phee ‘A Double Future’ –
Real progress for PBS
O’Phee Trailers is breaking new ground in Queensland with
innovative new A-Double trailer combinations that are meeting
strict PBS rules and getting excellent productivity gains.
The story of Performance Based Standards
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truck approval system came into being over
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developments in Queensland suggest some

This is an important freight route in
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interesting trucks and trailers will start
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containers of grain each month. Even now
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exporting at least 500 each month, but that
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Woods Transport is part of the Woods

will change next month upwards again as

bit disheartening,” says Andrew Woods.

Transport Main Road authorities, the
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is brought down the last leg of the
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“Mick O’Phee, being the thinker he is, was
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Originally, transport had been handled by

saying that we’ve got to be able to do this

hard together and helped to bring this
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rail and the company had found it difficult
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configurations available, the number of
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Mick O’Phee of O’Phee Trailers

Andrew Woods of Woods Transport
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really encouraging to know that there are
individuals within these organisations who
are thinking progressively. They have been
vital to help us facilitate this outcome.”
Working on the basis of 500 containers each
month, the current trucks cover 160,000km.
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With the new O’Phee A-doubles on the road
this will be cut to 80,000km. The fleet is
currently using 72,000L of fuel each month
to do the work. This will be cut to 44,000L
once these new A-double units are working.
3000 driver hours are reduced to just
1500. The trucks also have to contend with
14,000 traffic light stops each month, again
these will be halved. The work is currently
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handled by many trucks but will be handled
by just five in the future. Not only is this a
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productivity gain but it is also a safety gain.
Less trucks on the road means less risk.
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Transport, according to Bruce Ollason,
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productivity gains and the safety aspects
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System Management at Queensland’s
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Transport Commission (NTC). “Basically,

Department of Transport and Main Roads

today,” said Mick. “We decided to take

on these routes, trucks are allowed to go

this initiative to develop more productive

to 30 metres long. I think this is a very big

at the unveiling.
“After talking to Mick O’Phee it became

step for us. This is another step towards the

clear to me that this is what it is all about:

know that this policy has great potential to

maturity of the PBS scheme. I would also

working together, understanding each

improve road transport in Queensland and

like to thank Mick O’Phee for putting his

other’s needs and bringing them solutions,”

Australia. Despite some institutional barriers

money where his mouth is and getting these

said Bruce. “This project is a real case study,

we still need to overcome, it is essential

vehicles on the road. The ability of PBS to

it shows us what can be achieved. This is a

industry leaders such as ourselves take

assess the safety of a vehicle before it is built

great advertisement for what can be done.”

advantage of PBS and show others how

is a very important thing. We have the ability

At the launch, Mick O’Phee asserted the

it is all done.”

to look at a planned vehicle and change the

new trailers and route were a result of

design to suit our requirements.”
The new PBS route is the result of a great

the transport industry and the authorities

deal of co-operation between the relevant

“People might say it’s just a couple of skels,

authorities, O’Phee Trailers and Woods

a dolly and a Kenworth truck, but I believe
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working smarter together.

transport equipment through PBS and we
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Contact
O’Phee Trailers P/L
Rocklea QLD 4106
Phone: 07 3277 1855
Fax: 07 3277 9376.
Web: www.opheetrailers.com.au
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